How to Use Your Decorá Specification Guide
How to order:
1. Select hood
2. Select moulding option
Some hoods do not have a moulding option and are not listed.
For the following series a moulding package must be chosen:
BDP1, BDP2, D, L, N, O, R, U, G, E, ERA, EEB, T, I, J, S, A, H, H2, W

Moulding Package 1

Moulding Package 2

3. Select Options

Shown
with
optional
corbel.

Traditional Corbel
Specify SWH-COR-TT2
Optional for H-Series and H2-Series with Sorrento
supports.

Pullout Spice Rack
Specify WSR
Only available on W & O-Series

Acanthus Corbel
Specify SWH-COR-AC2
Optional for L, N, O & W-Series hoods.
Removable Top Panel
Specify MRP
Only available on M & Q-Series
Door Option for VM-Series
Specify SWC-VMD-3024 or SWC-VMD-3624

Applied Moulding and Removable Top Panel
Specify ARP
Only available on the T, G, & I-Series

Extended lead time for all orders with a Stanisci wood hood.
Effective 03/16 Supersedes all prior versions
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How to Use Your Decorá Specification Guide
4. Choose Panel and Frame profiles
Doors are unique and will not match Decorá profiles.
Wood hoods with a Door or Valance have this profile option.
Frames

441

443

445

446

Bead

Cove

Flat

Panels

Basic

Ogee

Below are the recommended Stanisci Panel and Frame Profile for each
Decora Door Style (These may not be exact matches, but would be close
enough to achieve a cohesive look.)
Decora Style

Stanisci Panel and Frame Profile
445 Flat
445 Flat
446 Ogee
443 Flat
446 Flat
445 Flat
441 Basic
443 Ogee
443 Flat
445 Flat
445 Cove
445 Flat
443 Ogee
441 Ogee
No Recommendation
443 Ogee
445 Flat
445 Flat
441 Ogee
441 Flat
No Recommendation
445 Flat
445 Cove
443 Flat
441 Bead
443 Ogee
445 Flat

Airedale
Artisan
Avignon
Braydon Manor
Cambridge
Daladier
Davenport
Galleria
Girard
Harmony
Hawthorne
Huchenson
Kingston*
Lexington
Leyden
Madison
Marquis
Modesto
Plaza
Prescott
Savannah
Simsbury
Toulan
Treyburn
Verona*
Willshire
Yardley
*Arch match unavailable

5. Choose Liner/Blower
See liner/blower section.

Extended lead time for all orders with a Stanisci wood hood.
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Stanisci Wood Hoods
A-Series
The A-Series hood is a new mantel style featuring a practical and beautiful
display niche and a large crown mantel shelf. The bead board panel is
removable to allow easy access for ventilation installation. A-Series hoods
are constructed with solid wood and veneer core plywood for lasting beauty,
function and durability.
A-Series wood hood shown with standard base and optional pierced grape
moulding (AEB).
Upper crown moulding not included.

B-Series
With its unique combination of convex and concave lines, the B-Series hood
makes a bold and dynamic statement in any setting.
B-Series wood shown with optional moulding.
Upper crown moulding not included.

D-Series
Dramatic curves paired with rectilinear angles make the D-Series a study in
contrast as well as a focal point in any kitchen.
D-Series wood hood shown with decorative panel base (DDPI) and moulding
package 2.
Upper crown moulding not included.

E-Series
With its sloping sides and graceful lines, the E-Series is the pinnacle of wood
range hoods. Hand-selected for color and grain pattern, the veneer is
applied with waterproof wood glue for a high quality, durable finish.
E-Series wood hood shown with standard base, moulding package 1 and
applied grape carving (EEB).
Upper crown moulding not included.

Effective 03/16 Supersedes all prior versions
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Stanisci Wood Hoods
G-Series
The G-Series hood is a classic design with the flexibility to complement
many kitchen styles.
G-Series wood hood shown with base and chimney applied pierced grape
carving (GEBT).
Upper crown moulding not included.

H2-Series
Defined by its narrow columns and adaptable, transitional design, the
H2-Series kitchen range hood is the perfect accent piece for a wide variety
of styles and motifs. Add corbels for a more dramatic presentation.
H2-Series wood hood shown with arched valance (H2RA), Sorrento hood
supports, Traditional corbels, and moulding package 2.
Upper crown moulding not included.

H-Series
A classic floating range hood with architectural and furniture inspiration, the
H-Series is at home in nearly any traditional setting. Detailed valances and
corbels are the perfect accents to this regal series.
H-Series wood hood shown with arched valance (HRA) and Traditional
corbels.
Upper crown moulding not included.

J-Series
The J-Series kitchen range hood is specifically designed to mount between
wall cabinets. It offers the popular chimney style appearance while keeping
the run of the cabinets continuous. Available in sizes to fit up to a 60” cook
top, the J-Series is a full hood, not just a valance.
J-Series wood hood shown with bead board (JBT) and moulding package 1.
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Stanisci Wood Hoods
L-Series
The L-Series is an elegant hearth style hood with a generous display niche.
This hood features a large crown mantel shelf and bold arch with keystone
detail for architectural appeal. The bead board panel is removable for easy
ventilation installation. The L-Series is constructed from solid wood and
veneer core plywood.
L-Series wood hood shown with Acanthus base and top carving (LABT),
Acanthus corbels, and moulding package 1.
Upper crown moulding not included.

M-Series
The ever-popular M-Series hood adds a traditional furniture-like flair to any
kitchen. For additional embellishment, add corbels. M-Series hoods are
constructed with solid wood and veneer core plywood for lasting beauty,
function and durability.
M-Series wood hood shown with Acanthus corbels and shelf kit.

N-Series
Adding a hearth to the home is made simple with the N-Series range hood.
Featuring a decorative bump-out shelf and numerous base options, the
N-Series is sure to please the most discriminating customer.
N-Series wood hood shown with arched valance, Acanthus corbels, and
moulding package 1.
Upper crown moulding not included.

O-Series
Rich in design detail, the full height O-Series mantel style hood features a
display niche and a large crown mantel shelf. A removable bead board panel
provides easy access for ventilation installation. The O-Series is constructed
from solid wood and veneer core plywood.
O-Series wood hood shown with standard valance, Acanthus corbels, and
moulding package 1.
Upper crown moulding not included.

Effective 03/16 Supersedes all prior versions
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Stanisci Wood Hoods
Q-Series
With its solid, traditional design, the stately Q-Series creates an atmosphere
of strength and beauty. The shelf and brackets enhance the craftsmanship
and style visible in this range hood, adding functionality .
Q-Series wood hood shown with bracket and full length shelf.
Upper crown moulding not included.

R-Series
R-Series hoods feature furniture-like design with prominent shelves.
Constructed with solid wood and veneer core plywood, the top panel on the
R-Series is removable for ease of installation.
R-Series wood hood shown with raised top panel (RRP).
Upper crown moulding not included.

S-Series
Understated elegance and rectilinear lines define the S-Series mantel style
hood. This popular hood style is constructed with solid wood and veneer
core plywood and can be embellished with a variety of moulding packages.
S-Series wood hood shown with moulding package 1.

T-Series
Similar to the G-Series hood, the T-Series is also a classic design with the
flexibility to complement many kitchen styles. Taller than the G-Series, the
T-Series is designed to accommodate the taller 9 and 10 foot ceilings in
today's kitchens.
T-Series wood hood shown with raised panel, arched valance (TRA-Series),
and moulding package 1.
Upper crown moulding not included.
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Stanisci Wood Hoods
U-Series
Crisp, clean lines and transitional styling are hallmarks of the U-Series. This
elegant mantel style hood has a built-in recess display area, and can be
ordered with or without the Sorrento hood supports shown here.
U-Series shown with standard valance, moulding package 1, and optional
Sorrento hood supports.
Upper crown moulding not included.

VCHIM
Value line hoods feature a simple chimney design and are available in a
variety of standard sizes and wood types.

VRACHM

Effective 03/16 Supersedes all prior versions
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Stanisci Wood Hoods
VM-Series
Value line hoods feature a simple chimney design and are available in a
variety of standard sizes and wood types.

W-Series
Echoing the cooking hearths from times past, the W-Series wood range
hood is designed for the most elegant of kitchens. Its combination of
embellishments, panel designs, and size options makes this series a true
statement piece in the heart of the home.
W-Series wood hood shown with arched valance (WRA) and Acanthus
corbels.
Upper crown moulding not included.
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Stanisci Wood Hoods
A-Series Standard Hood
33", 39", 45", 51",
57", or 63"

183/4"

31/4"

30"
36"
or
42"

3"
81/2"

233/8"

81/8"
(Inside of
moulding
to inside of
moulding.)

• A-Series hoods are designed to
mount between two cabinets but
have finished sides.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.

SWH-A-3330
SWH-A-3336
SWH-A-3342
SWH-A-3930
SWH-A-3936
SWH-A-3942
SWH-A-4530
SWH-A-4536
SWH-A-4542
SWH-A-5130
SWH-A-5136
SWH-A-5142
SWH-A-5730
SWH-A-5736
SWH-A-5742
SWH-A-6330
SWH-A-6336
SWH-A-6342

A-Series w/Raised Panel
Arched Valance
33", 39", 45", 51",
57", or 63"

183/4"

31/4"

30"
36"
or
42"

3"
81/2"

233/8"

• A-Series hoods are designed to
mount between two cabinets but
have finished sides.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.

SWH-ARA-3330
SWH-ARA-3336
SWH-ARA-3342
SWH-ARA-3930
SWH-ARA-3936
SWH-ARA-3942
SWH-ARA-4530
SWH-ARA-4536
SWH-ARA-4542
SWH-ARA-5130
SWH-ARA-5136
SWH-ARA-5142
SWH-ARA-5730
SWH-ARA-5736
SWH-ARA-5742
SWH-ARA-6330
SWH-ARA-6336
SWH-ARA-6342

Effective 03/16 Supersedes all prior versions
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Stanisci Wood Hoods
A-Series w/Applied Grape Base
Carving
33", 39", 45", 51",
57", or 63"

183/4"

31/4"

30"
36"
or
42"

3"
81/2"

233/8"

81/8"
(Inside of
moulding
to inside of
moulding.)

• A-Series hoods are designed to
mount between two cabinets but
have finished sides.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.

SWH-AEB-3330
SWH-AEB-3336
SWH-AEB-3342
SWH-AEB-3930
SWH-AEB-3936
SWH-AEB-3942
SWH-AEB-4530
SWH-AEB-4536
SWH-AEB-4542
SWH-AEB-5130
SWH-AEB-5136
SWH-AEB-5142
SWH-AEB-5730
SWH-AEB-5736
SWH-AEB-5742
SWH-AEB-6330
SWH-AEB-6336
SWH-AEB-6342

B-Series Range Hood
36", 42", 48",
54", or 60"

30"
42"
or
48"

221/4"

• Not trimmable, however custom
heights are available.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.

SWH-B-3630
SWH-B-3642
SWH-B-3648
SWH-B-4230
SWH-B-4242
SWH-B-4248
SWH-B-4830
SWH-B-4842
SWH-B-4848
SWH-B-5430
SWH-B-5442
SWH-B-5448
SWH-B-6030
SWH-B-6042
SWH-B-6048
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Stanisci Wood Hoods
B-Series w/Decorative Panel Base 1
401/2", 461/2", 521/2",
581/2", or 641/2"

30"
42"
or
48"
241/2" 221/4"

36", 42", 48",
54", or 60"

B-Series w/Decorative Panel Base 2
401/2", 461/2", 521/2",
581/2", or 641/2"

30"
42"
or
48"
241/2" 221/4"

36", 42", 48",
54", or 60"

• Not trimmable, however custom
heights are available.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• Hood is wider than call-out because
of moulding protrusion.
• Additional width is 4.5″.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.

• Not trimmable, however custom
heights are available.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• Hood is wider than call-out because
of moulding protrusion.
• Additional width is 4.5″.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.

Effective 03/16 Supersedes all prior versions

SWH-BDP1-3630
SWH-BDP1-3642
SWH-BDP1-3648
SWH-BDP1-4230
SWH-BDP1-4242
SWH-BDP1-4248
SWH-BDP1-4830
SWH-BDP1-4842
SWH-BDP1-4848
SWH-BDP1-5430
SWH-BDP1-5442
SWH-BDP1-5448
SWH-BDP1-6030
SWH-BDP1-6042
SWH-BDP1-6048

SWH-BDP2-3630
SWH-BDP2-3642
SWH-BDP2-3648
SWH-BDP2-4230
SWH-BDP2-4242
SWH-BDP2-4248
SWH-BDP2-4830
SWH-BDP2-4842
SWH-BDP2-4848
SWH-BDP2-5430
SWH-BDP2-5442
SWH-BDP2-5448
SWH-BDP2-6030
SWH-BDP2-6042
SWH-BDP2-6048
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Stanisci Wood Hoods
D-Series Standard Hood
401/2", 461/2", 521/2",
581/2", or 641/2"

30"
42"
or
48"

241/2"

36", 42", 48",
54", or 60"

D-Series w/Decorative Panel Base 1
401/2", 461/2", 521/2",
581/2", or 641/2"

30"
42"
or
48"

241/2"

36", 42", 48",
54", or 60"

• Not trimmable, however custom
heights are available.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• Hood is wider than call-out because
of moulding protrusion.
• Additional width is 4.5″.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.

• Not trimmable, however custom
heights are available.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• Hood is wider than call-out because
of moulding protrusion.
• Additional width is 4.5″.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.

SWH-D-3630
SWH-D-3642
SWH-D-3648
SWH-D-4230
SWH-D-4242
SWH-D-4248
SWH-D-4830
SWH-D-4842
SWH-D-4848
SWH-D-5430
SWH-D-5442
SWH-D-5448
SWH-D-6030
SWH-D-6042
SWH-D-6048

SWH-DDP1-3630
SWH-DDP1-3642
SWH-DDP1-3648
SWH-DDP1-4230
SWH-DDP1-4242
SWH-DDP1-4248
SWH-DDP1-4830
SWH-DDP1-4842
SWH-DDP1-4848
SWH-DDP1-5430
SWH-DDP1-5442
SWH-DDP1-5448
SWH-DDP1-6030
SWH-DDP1-6042
SWH-DDP1-6048
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Stanisci Wood Hoods
E-Series Range Hood
381/4", 441/4", 501/4",
561/4", or 621/4"

30"
42"
or
48"

81/8"
(Inside of
moulding
to inside of
moulding.)

233/8"
36", 42", 48",
54", or 60"

E-Series Range Hood
w/Arched Valance
381/4", 441/4", 501/4",
561/4", or 621/4"

30"
42"
or
48"
233/8"
36", 42", 48",
54", or 60"

• Not trimmable, however custom
heights are available.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• Hood is wider than call-out because
of moulding protrusion.
• Additional width is 2.25″.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.

• Not trimmable, however custom
heights are available.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• Hood is wider than call-out because
of moulding protrusion.
• Additional width is 2.25″.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.

Effective 03/16 Supersedes all prior versions

SWH-E-3630
SWH-E-3642
SWH-E-3648
SWH-E-4230
SWH-E-4242
SWH-E-4248
SWH-E-4830
SWH-E-4842
SWH-E-4848
SWH-E-5430
SWH-E-5442
SWH-E-5448
SWH-E-6030
SWH-E-6042
SWH-E-6048

SWH-ERA-3630
SWH-ERA-3642
SWH-ERA-3648
SWH-ERA-4230
SWH-ERA-4242
SWH-ERA-4248
SWH-ERA-4830
SWH-ERA-4842
SWH-ERA-4848
SWH-ERA-5430
SWH-ERA-5442
SWH-ERA-5448
SWH-ERA-6030
SWH-ERA-6042
SWH-ERA-6048
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Stanisci Wood Hoods
E-Series Range Hood w/Standard
Base and Applied Grape Carving
381/4", 441/4", 501/4",
561/4", or 621/4"

30"
42"
or
48"

81/8"

(Inside of
moulding
to inside of
moulding.)

233/8"
36", 42", 48",
54", or 60"

G-Series w/Standard Top
151/2", 211/2", 271/2",
331/2", or 391/2"

12"
7"

61/8"
(Inside of
moulding
to inside of
moulding.)

30"

233/8"

36", 42", 48",
54", or 60"
381/4", 441/4", 501/4",
561/4", or 621/4"

• Not trimmable, however custom
heights are available.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• Hood is wider than call-out because
of moulding protrusion.
• Additional width is 2.25″.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.

• G-Series standard height
accommodates an 8 foot ceiling,
although the Chimney can be
trimmed.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• Hood is wider than call-out because
of moulding protrusion.
• Additional width is 2.25″.
• 30″ tall.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.

SWH-EEB-3630
SWH-EEB-3642
SWH-EEB-3648
SWH-EEB-4230
SWH-EEB-4242
SWH-EEB-4248
SWH-EEB-4830
SWH-EEB-4842
SWH-EEB-4848
SWH-EEB-5430
SWH-EEB-5442
SWH-EEB-5448
SWH-EEB-6030
SWH-EEB-6042
SWH-EEB-6048

SWH-G-3630
SWH-G-4230
SWH-G-4830
SWH-G-5430
SWH-G-6030
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Stanisci Wood Hoods
G-Series w/Beaded Top
151/2", 211/2", 271/2",
331/2", or 391/2"

12"
7"

61/8"
(Inside of
moulding
to inside of
moulding.)

30"

36", 42", 48",
54", or 60"

233/8"

381/4", 441/4", 501/4",
561/4", or 621/4"

G-Series w/Standard Top and
Arched Valance
151/2", 211/2", 271/2",
331/2", or 391/2"

• G-Series standard height
accommodates an 8 foot ceiling,
although the Chimney can be
trimmed.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• Hood is wider than call-out because
of moulding protrusion.
• Additional width is 2.25″.
• 32″ Tall.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.

12"
7"

32"

36", 42", 48",
54", or 60"

233/8"

• G-Series standard height
accommodates an 8 foot ceiling,
although the Chimney can be
trimmed.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• Hood is wider than call-out because
of moulding protrusion.
• Additional width is 2.25″.
• 30″ tall.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.

381/4", 441/4", 501/4",
561/4", or 621/4"

12"

•
7"

•
61/8"
(Inside of
moulding
to inside of
moulding.)

30"

233/8"

36", 42", 48",
54", or 60"
381/4", 441/4", 501/4",
561/4", or 621/4"

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

SWH-GBT-4830
SWH-GBT-5430
SWH-GBT-6030

SWH-GRA-3632
SWH-GRA-4232
SWH-GRA-4832
SWH-GRA-5432
SWH-GRA-6032

SWH-GEBT-4230

although the Chimney can be
trimmed.
The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
Hood is wider than call-out because
of moulding protrusion.
Additional width is 2.25″.
30″ Tall.
Liner/blower sold separate.
Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.
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SWH-GBT-4230

SWH-GEBT-3630

G-Series w/Applied Grape Base and • G-Series standard height
accommodates an 8 foot ceiling,
Chimney Carving
151/2", 211/2", 271/2",
331/2", or 391/2"

SWH-GBT-3630

SWH-GEBT-4830
SWH-GEBT-5430
SWH-GEBT-6030

V•15

Stanisci Wood Hoods
H2-Series w/Standard Valance
183/4"
42", 48", 54",
60", or 66"

32"
38"
or
44"

2"

2"

81/8"

6"

H2-Series w/Arched Valance
183/4"
42", 48", 54",
60", or 66"

32"
38"
or
44"

2"

2"

81/8"

6"

• Hood should be a minimum of 12″
wider than range for legs.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• Sorrento hood support available, see
options.
• H2-Series is similar to the H-Series,
but the columns are slimmed to 6″
wide. Flat panels can be used.
• Traditional corbel option available
when ordering Sorrento hood
supports.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required‘‘ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• 60″ and 66″ wide hoods will have
three panels.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.
• Hood must be a minimum of 12″
wider than range for the legs.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• Sorrento hood support available, see
options.
• H2-Series is similar to the H-Series,
but the columns are slimmed to 6″
wide. Flat panels can be used.
• Traditional corbel option available
when ordering Sorrento hood
supports.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• 60″ and 66″ wide hoods will have
three panels.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.

SWH-H2-4232
SWH-H2-4238
SWH-H2-4244
SWH-H2-4832
SWH-H2-4838
SWH-H2-4844
SWH-H2-5432
SWH-H2-5438
SWH-H2-5444
SWH-H2-6032
SWH-H2-6038
SWH-H2-6044
SWH-H2-6632
SWH-H2-6638
SWH-H2-6644

SWH-H2RA-4232
SWH-H2RA-4238
SWH-H2RA-4244
SWH-H2RA-4832
SWH-H2RA-4838
SWH-H2RA-4844
SWH-H2RA-5432
SWH-H2RA-5438
SWH-H2RA-5444
SWH-H2RA-6032
SWH-H2RA-6038
SWH-H2RA-6044
SWH-H2RA-6632
SWH-H2RA-6638
SWH-H2RA-6644

V•16
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Stanisci Wood Hoods
H-Series w/Arched Valance
183/4"
54", 60", or 66"

2"
81/8"

44"
50"
or
56"

131/2"

101/2"
12"

9"

I-Series w/Standard Top
26", 32", 38",
44", or 50"

14"
Varies

61/8"
(Inside of
moulding
to inside of
moulding.)

20"
263/8"

36", 42", 48",
54", or 60"
381/4", 441/4", 501/4",
561/4", or 621/4"

• H-series hoods are designed to
mount between two cabinets but
have finished sides.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• Panel removes for easy installation.
• 54″ and 60″ wide hoods have two
panels where 66″ wide hoods have
three panels.
• Hood should be a minimum of 18″
wider than cooktop to accommodate
legs.
• Traditional corbel option available.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.
• The I-Series hood is ceiling mounted
above an island or a peninsula.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• Not trimmable, however custom
heights are available.
• I-Series height range is 24″-42″
available in 1/4″ increments.
• Hood is wider than call-out because
of moulding protrusion.
• Additional width is 2.25″.
• 30″ tall.
• Island hoods should be 6″ wider than
the cooking surface.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.

Effective 03/16 Supersedes all prior versions

SWH-HRA-5444
SWH-HRA-5450
SWH-HRA-5456
SWH-HRA-6044
SWH-HRA-6050
SWH-HRA-6056
SWH-HRA-6644
SWH-HRA-6650
SWH-HRA-6656

SWH-I-3630
SWH-I-4230
SWH-I-4830
SWH-I-5430
SWH-I-6030
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Stanisci Wood Hoods
J-Series w/Standard Base
33", 39", 45",
51", 57", or 63"

12"

151/2", 211/2", 271/2",
331/2", 391/2", or 451/2"

3"

61/8"
(Inside of
moulding
to inside of
moulding.)

30"
36"
or
42"

233/8"

• J-Series hoods are designed to
mount between two cabinets but
have finished sides.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• Hood should be 3″ wider than
cooking surface.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.

SWH-J-3330
SWH-J-3336
SWH-J-3342
SWH-J-3930
SWH-J-3936
SWH-J-3942
SWH-J-4530
SWH-J-4536
SWH-J-4542
SWH-J-5130
SWH-J-5136
SWH-J-5142
SWH-J-5730
SWH-J-5736
SWH-J-5742
SWH-J-6330
SWH-J-6336
SWH-J-6342

J-Series w/Arched Valance
33", 39", 45",
51", 57", or 63"
151/2", 211/2", 271/2",
331/2", 391/2", or 451/2"

30"
36"
or
42"

233/8"

12"

3"

• J-Series hoods are designed to
mount between two cabinets but
have finished sides.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• Hood should be 3″ wider than
cooking surface.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.

SWH-JRA-3330
SWH-JRA-3336
SWH-JRA-3342
SWH-JRA-3930
SWH-JRA-3936
SWH-JRA-3942
SWH-JRA-4530
SWH-JRA-4536
SWH-JRA-4542
SWH-JRA-5130
SWH-JRA-5136
SWH-JRA-5142
SWH-JRA-5730
SWH-JRA-5736
SWH-JRA-5742
SWH-JRA-6330
SWH-JRA-6336
SWH-JRA-6342

V•18
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Stanisci Wood Hoods
SWH-JBT-3330

J-Series w/Bead Board and Moulding • J-Series hoods are designed to
mount between two cabinets but
Package 1
•

33", 39", 45",
51", 57", or 63"

12"

151/2", 211/2", 271/2",
331/2", 391/2", or 451/2"

3"

•
•
•
•
61/8"
(Inside of
moulding
to inside of
moulding.)

30"
36"
or
42"

233/8"

•

•
•

SWH-JBT-3336

have finished sides.
The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
Hood should be 3″ wider than
cooking surface.
Liner/blower sold separate.
Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.

SWH-JBT-3342
SWH-JBT-3930
SWH-JBT-3936
SWH-JBT-3942
SWH-JBT-4530
SWH-JBT-4536
SWH-JBT-4542
SWH-JBT-5130
SWH-JBT-5136
SWH-JBT-5142
SWH-JBT-5730
SWH-JBT-5736
SWH-JBT-5742
SWH-JBT-6330
SWH-JBT-6336
SWH-JBT-6342

L-Series Standard Hood
191/2"
54", 60", or 66"
31/4"

61/4"
(Inside of
moulding
to inside of
moulding.)

3"
97/8"

44"
50"
or
56"

12"
12"

9"

L-Series w/Acanthus Base and Top
Carving
191/2"
54", 60", or 66"
31 /

3"
97/8"

44"
50"
or
56"

12"
12"

9"

4"

61/4"
(Inside of
moulding
to inside of
moulding.)

• L-Series hoods are designed to
mount between two cabinets but
have finished sides.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• Acanthus corbel option available.
• Panel removes for easy installation.
• Hood should be a minimum of 18″
wider than range for legs.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.
• L-Series hoods are designed to
mount between two cabinets but
have finished sides.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• Panel removes for easy installation.
• Acanthus corbel option available.
• Hood must be a minimum of 18″
wider than range for the legs.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.

Effective 03/16 Supersedes all prior versions

SWH-L-5444
SWH-L-5450
SWH-L-5456
SWH-L-6044
SWH-L-6050
SWH-L-6056
SWH-L-6644
SWH-L-6650
SWH-L-6656

SWH-LABT-5444
SWH-LABT-5450
SWH-LABT-5456
SWH-LABT-6044
SWH-LABT-6050
SWH-LABT-6056
SWH-LABT-6644
SWH-LABT-6650
SWH-LABT-6656
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Stanisci Wood Hoods
M-Series Four Panel Front
w/Acanthus Corbels and Shelf
30", 36", 42",
48", 54", or 60"
2"

63/4"
24"
30"
36"
42"
or
48"
221/4"

• M-Series hoods are designed to
mount between two cabinets but
have finished sides.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• Acanthus corbels with shelf included.
• Removable panel for easy installation
is a no cost option (order SWH-MRP).
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.

SWH-MAC-3024
SWH-MAC-3030
SWH-MAC-3036
SWH-MAC-3042
SWH-MAC-3048
SWH-MAC-3624
SWH-MAC-3630
SWH-MAC-3636
SWH-MAC-3642
SWH-MAC-3648
SWH-MAC-4224
SWH-MAC-4230
SWH-MAC-4236
SWH-MAC-4242
SWH-MAC-4248
SWH-MAC-4824
SWH-MAC-4830
SWH-MAC-4836
SWH-MAC-4842
SWH-MAC-4848
SWH-MAC-5424
SWH-MAC-5430
SWH-MAC-5436
SWH-MAC-5442
SWH-MAC-5448
SWH-MAC-6024
SWH-MAC-6030
SWH-MAC-6036
SWH-MAC-6042
SWH-MAC-6048

V•20
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Stanisci Wood Hoods
M-Series Double Panel Front w/o
Corbels and Shelf
30", 36", 42",
48", 54", or 60"

24"
30"
36"
42"
or
48"
221/4"

• M-Series hoods are designed to
mount between two cabinets but
have finished sides.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• There is no shelf option because of
the double panel front.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.

SWH-MDP-3024
SWH-MDP-3030
SWH-MDP-3036
SWH-MDP-3042
SWH-MDP-3048
SWH-MDP-3624
SWH-MDP-3630
SWH-MDP-3636
SWH-MDP-3642
SWH-MDP-3648
SWH-MDP-4224
SWH-MDP-4230
SWH-MDP-4236
SWH-MDP-4242
SWH-MDP-4248
SWH-MDP-4824
SWH-MDP-4830
SWH-MDP-4836
SWH-MDP-4842
SWH-MDP-4848
SWH-MDP-5424
SWH-MDP-5430
SWH-MDP-5436
SWH-MDP-5442
SWH-MDP-5448
SWH-MDP-6024
SWH-MDP-6030
SWH-MDP-6036
SWH-MDP-6042
SWH-MDP-6048

Effective 03/16 Supersedes all prior versions

V•21

Stanisci Wood Hoods
N-Series w/Arched Valance

• N-Series hoods are designed to
mount between two cabinets but
have finished sides.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• Acanthus corbel option available.
• Panel removes for easy installation.
• Hood should be a minimum of 18″
wider than range for legs.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.

183/4"
54", 60", or 66"

117/8"

32"
38"
or
44"

9"

O-Series Standard Hood
191/2"
66", 72",
84", or 90"
31/4"

3"
97/8"
60"
72"
or
84"

28"
123/4"

30"
9"

61/2"
(Inside of
moulding
to inside of
moulding.)

• O-Series hoods are designed to
mount between two cabinets but
have finished sides.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• Acanthus corbel option available.
• Check with local building codes to
determine distance from range to
inside leg of hood.
• Panel removes for easy installation.
• Optional pull-out spice rack available.
• Hood must be a minimum of 18″
wider than range for the legs.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.

SWH-NRA-5432
SWH-NRA-5438
SWH-NRA-5444
SWH-NRA-6032
SWH-NRA-6038
SWH-NRA-6044
SWH-NRA-6632
SWH-NRA-6638
SWH-NRA-6644

SWH-O-6660
SWH-O-6672
SWH-O-6684
SWH-O-7260
SWH-O-7272
SWH-O-7284
SWH-O-8460
SWH-O-8472
SWH-O-8484
SWH-O-9060
SWH-O-9072
SWH-O-9084

V•22
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Stanisci Wood Hoods
O-Series w/Acanthus Base and Top
Carving
191/2"
66", 72",
84", or 90"
31 /

4"

3"
97/8"
60"
72"
or
84"

28"
123/4"

61/2"
(Inside of
moulding
to inside of
moulding.)

30"
9"

Q-Series w/Shelf and Brackets
30", 36", or 42"

221/4"
2"

24"
30"
36"
42"
or
48"

63/4"
1"

• O-Series hoods are designed to
mount between two cabinets but
have finished sides.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• Acanthus corbel option available.
• Check with local building codes to
determine distance from range to
inside leg of hood.
• Panel removes for easy installation.
• Optional pull-out spice rack available.
• Hood must be a minimum of 18″
wider than range for the legs.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.
• Q-Series hoods are designed to
mount between two cabinets but
have finished sides.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• Brackets and shelf are included on
this hood.
• Removable panel for easy installation
is a no cost option (Order SWH-MRP).
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.

Effective 03/16 Supersedes all prior versions

SWH-OABT-6660
SWH-OABT-6672
SWH-OABT-6684
SWH-OABT-7260
SWH-OABT-7272
SWH-OABT-7284
SWH-OABT-8460
SWH-OABT-8472
SWH-OABT-8484
SWH-OABT-9060
SWH-OABT-9072
SWH-OABT-9084

SWH-QBKT-3024
SWH-QBKT-3030
SWH-QBKT-3036
SWH-QBKT-3042
SWH-QBKT-3048
SWH-QBKT-3624
SWH-QBKT-3630
SWH-QBKT-3636
SWH-QBKT-3642
SWH-QBKT-3648
SWH-QBKT-4224
SWH-QBKT-4230
SWH-QBKT-4236
SWH-QBKT-4242
SWH-QBKT-4248

V•23

Stanisci Wood Hoods
R-Series w/Raised Panel
221/4"
30", 36", or 42"
2"

43/4"
24"
30"
36"
or
42"

123/4"

S-Series Standard Hood
18"
33", 39", 45", 51",
57", or 63"

13/4"

105/16"

24"
30"
36"
or
42"
233/8"

• R-Series hoods are designed to
mount between two cabinets but
have finished sides.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• Panel removes for easy installation.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.
• S-Series hoods are designed to
mount between two cabinets but
have finished sides.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• The hood should be 3″ wider than
the cooking surface.
• Panel removes for easy installation.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.

SWH-RRP-3024
SWH-RRP-3030
SWH-RRP-3036
SWH-RRP-3042
SWH-RRP-3624
SWH-RRP-3630
SWH-RRP-3636
SWH-RRP-3642
SWH-RRP-4224
SWH-RRP-4230
SWH-RRP-4236
SWH-RRP-4242

SWH-S-3324
SWH-S-3330
SWH-S-3336
SWH-S-3342
SWH-S-3924
SWH-S-3930
SWH-S-3936
SWH-S-3942
SWH-S-4524
SWH-S-4530
SWH-S-4536
SWH-S-4542
SWH-S-5124
SWH-S-5130
SWH-S-5136
SWH-S-5142
SWH-S-5724
SWH-S-5730
SWH-S-5736
SWH-S-5742
SWH-S-6324
SWH-S-6330
SWH-S-6336
SWH-S-6342
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Stanisci Wood Hoods
S-Series w/Raised Panel Arched
Valance
18"
33", 39", 45", 51",
57", or 63"

13/4"

105/16"

24"
30"
36"
or
42"
233/8"

• S-Series hoods are designed to
mount between two cabinets but
have finished sides.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• The hood should be 3″ wider than
the cooking surface.
• Panel removes for easy installation.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.

SWH-SRA-3324
SWH-SRA-3330
SWH-SRA-3336
SWH-SRA-3342
SWH-SRA-3924
SWH-SRA-3930
SWH-SRA-3936
SWH-SRA-3942
SWH-SRA-4524
SWH-SRA-4530
SWH-SRA-4536
SWH-SRA-4542
SWH-SRA-5124
SWH-SRA-5130
SWH-SRA-5136
SWH-SRA-5142
SWH-SRA-5724
SWH-SRA-5730
SWH-SRA-5736
SWH-SRA-5742
SWH-SRA-6324
SWH-SRA-6330
SWH-SRA-6336
SWH-SRA-6342

T-Series w/Standard Top
151/2", 211/2", 271/2",
331/2", or 391/2"

12"
13"

81/8"
(Inside of
moulding
to inside of
moulding.)

42"
233/8"
36", 42", 48",
54", or 60"
381/4", 441/4", 501/4",
561/4", or 621/4"

• Standard height accommodates a 9
foot ceiling, although the chimney
can be trimmed.
• The last two digits of the SKU call out
width.
• Hood is wider than call-out because
of moulding protrusion.
• Additional width is 2.25″.
• 42″ tall.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.

Effective 03/16 Supersedes all prior versions

SWH-T-36
SWH-T-42
SWH-T-48
SWH-T-54
SWH-T-60

V•25

Stanisci Wood Hoods
T-Series w/Beaded Top
151/2", 211/2", 271/2",
331/2", or 391/2"

12"
13"

81/8"
(Inside of
moulding
to inside of
moulding.)

42"
233/8"
36", 42", 48",
54", or 60"
381/4", 441/4", 501/4",
561/4", or 621/4"

T-Series w/Standard Top and
Arched Valance
151/2", 211/2", 271/2",
331/2", or 391/2"

12"
13"

42"
233/8"
36", 42", 48",
54", or 60"
381/4", 441/4", 501/4",
561/4", or 621/4"

• Standard height accommodates a 9
foot ceiling, although the chimney
can be trimmed.
• The last two digits of the SKU call out
width.
• Hood is wider than call-out because
of moulding protrusion.
• Additional width is 2.25″.
• 42″ tall.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.
• Standard height accommodates a 9
foot ceiling, although the chimney
can be trimmed.
• The last two digits of the SKU call out
width.
• Hood is wider than call-out because
of moulding protrusion.
• Additional width is 2.25″.
• 42″ tall.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.

SWH-TBT-36
SWH-TBT-42
SWH-TBT-48
SWH-TBT-54
SWH-TBT-60

SWH-TRA-36
SWH-TRA-42
SWH-TRA-48
SWH-TRA-54
SWH-TRA-60
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Stanisci Wood Hoods
U-Series Standard
191/2"
66", 72",
84", or 90"

31/4"

3"

32"
38"
or
44"

• U-Series hoods are designed to
mount between two cabinets but
have finished sides.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• Check with local building codes to
determine distance from range to
inside leg of hood.
• Panel removes for easy installation.
• Optional Sorrento hood supports
available.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.

•

12"

•
•
•
•

171/4"

•
42"

8"

233/8"
30", 36",
42", or 48"
321/4", 381/4",
441/4", or 501/4"

VM-Series Standard Base Hood
17/8"

3"
30" or 36"

3"

24"

87/8"

63/8"

•
•
•

of moulding protrusion.
The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
Additional width is 2.25″.
Liner/blower sold separate.
Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.
Not available in Hickory or
Quartersawn Oak.

• No upper doors included unless
ordered (see SWH-VMD).
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.
• Not available in Hickory or
Quartersawn Oak.
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SWH-U-6638
SWH-U-6644
SWH-U-7232
SWH-U-7238
SWH-U-7244
SWH-U-8432
SWH-U-8438
SWH-U-8444
SWH-U-9032
SWH-U-9038
SWH-U-9044

SWH-VRACHIM3042

VRACHIM-Series w/Arched Valance • Hood is wider than call-out because
91/2", 151/2",
211/2", or 271/16"

SWH-U-6632

SWH-VRACHIM3642
SWH-VRACHIM4242
SWH-VRACHIM4842

SWH-VM-3024
SWH-VM-3624
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Stanisci Wood Hoods
VCHIM-Series
91/2", 151/2",
211/2", or 271/16"

12"

171/4"

42"

8"

233/8"
30", 36",
42", or 48"
321/4", 381/4",
441/4", or 501/4"

W-Series w/Standard Valance
183/4"
66", 72",
84", or 90"

81/8"
2"
60"
72"
or
84"
28"
123/4"

9"

• Hood is wider than call-out because
of moulding protrusion.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• Additional width is 2.25″.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.
• Not available in Hickory or
Quartersawn Oak.
• W-Series hoods are designed to
mount between two cabinets but
have finished sides.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• Optional pull-out spice rack is
available.
• Acanthus corbel option available.
• Check with local building codes to
determine distance from range to
inside leg of hood.
• Hood must be a minimum of 18″
wider than range for the legs.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.

SWH-VCHIM-3042
SWH-VCHIM-3642
SWH-VCHIM-4242
SWH-VCHIM-4842

SWH-W-6660
SWH-W-6672
SWH-W-6684
SWH-W-7260
SWH-W-7272
SWH-W-7284
SWH-W-8460
SWH-W-8472
SWH-W-8484
SWH-W-9060
SWH-W-9072
SWH-W-9084
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Stanisci Wood Hoods
W-Series w/Arched Valance
183/4"
66", 72",
84", or 90"

81/8"
2"
60"
72"
or
84"
28"
123/4"

9"

• W-Series hoods are designed to
mount between two cabinets but
have finished sides.
• The last four digits of the SKU call out
width and height.
• Optional pull-out spice rack is
available.
• Acanthus corbel option available.
• Check with local building codes to
determine distance from range to
inside leg of hood.
• Hood must be a minimum of 18″
wider than range for the legs.
• Liner/blower sold separate.
• Alder substituted for Rustic Alder.
• Check your local building code for
installation heights above the range.
• Range hoods are ordered on an ‘‘as
required’’ basis. No changes or
cancellations will be accepted after
24 hours from acknowledgement of
order.
• See page V•1 for available options;
no other modifications available.
• Extended lead time on all wood hood
orders.

Effective 03/16 Supersedes all prior versions

SWH-WRA-6660
SWH-WRA-6672
SWH-WRA-6684
SWH-WRA-7260
SWH-WRA-7272
SWH-WRA-7284
SWH-WRA-8460
SWH-WRA-8472
SWH-WRA-8484
SWH-WRA-9060
SWH-WRA-9072
SWH-WRA-9084
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Sorrento Hood Supports
6″ for H2-Series
6"

• Comes standard with Pullout Spice
Rack.
• Sold in pairs.

SWH-SORRENTO6

127/8"

57/8"

28"

147/8"

9″ for U-Series
9"

• Comes standard with Pullout Spice
Rack.
• Sold in pairs.

SWH-SORRENTO9

127/8"

87/8" 153/4"
28"

Choose from the following Front, Side, and Base Options:
Front
• Slab front door.

SLAB

• Flat door panel front door.

5PCF

• Raised door panel front door.
• Supports only (U-Series hoods).

5PCR

Slab Front Door – 6″ Slab Front Door – 9″

Flat Door Panel Front Door – 6″

Raised Door Panel Front Door – 9″

V•30
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Sorrento Hood Supports
Side Choice
• Slab both sides.

Slab – 6″

Panel – 6″

SB

Slab – 9″

• Panel both sides.
• Not recommended if mounted
against cabinets.

PB

• Slab on outside and panel on inside.

HB

Panel – 9″

Hybrid – 6″

Hybrid – 9″

Base Plate
• 28″ tall with base plate.

BP

With Base Plate – 6″ With Base Plate – 9″

• 28″ tall no base plate.

NOBP

No Base Plate – 6″ No Base Plate – 9″

Effective 03/16 Supersedes all prior versions
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Liners/Blowers for Wood Hoods – Professional Baffle Liner (PSL)
Ranges Larger than 36″ or any Range • 1200 CFM blower.
• Duct is 10″ in diameter.
w/Grille

12"
141/2"

or 22"
61/2"

63/4"

7"
1"

283/8", 343/8", 403/8",
463/8", 523/8", or 583/8"

205/8" Wall
221/2" Island

Ranges w/Wok, BBQ or Grille, or
w/Long Duct Runs

• Blower is mounted externally.
• An ‘‘I’’ at the end of a SKU is for use
with an island.
• The last two numbers of the SKU are
the liner model number. See the chart
on page V•34.
• Models 30, 36, and 42 have two 50
watt halogen lights.
• Models 48 and 54 have three 50 watt
halogen lights.
• Model 60 has four 50 watt halogen
lights.
• Variable speed fan control.
• Dishwasher safe brushed stainless
steel baffle filters.
• Dimmer controlled halogen lighting.
•
•
•
•
•
•

12"
141/2"

or 22"

•
61/2"

63/4"

•

7"
1"

283/8", 343/8", 403/8",
463/8", 523/8", or 583/8"

205/8" Wall
221/2" Island

•
•
•

Less than 36″ Range w/o Grille

•
•
•
•
•

12"

•

141/2" or 22"

•

61/2"
63/4"

•

7"
1"

283/8", 343/8", 403/8",
463/8", 523/8", or 583/8"

205/8" Wall
221/2" Island

•
•
•

1500 CFM blower.
Duct is 10″ in diameter.
Blower is mounted externally.
An ‘‘I’’ at the end of a SKU is for use
with an island.
The last two numbers of the SKU are
the liner model number. See the chart
on page V•34.
Models 30, 36, and 42 have two 50
watt halogen lights.
Models 48 and 54 have three 50 watt
halogen lights.
Model 60 has four 50 watt halogen
lights.
Variable speed fan control.
Dishwasher safe brushed stainless
steel baffle filters.
Dimmer controlled halogen lighting.
600 CFM blower.
Duct is 8″ in diameter.
Blower is mounted externally.
An ‘‘I’’ at the end of a SKU is for use
with an island.
The last two numbers of the SKU are
the liner model number. See the chart
on page V•34.
Models 30, 36, and 42 have two 50
watt halogen lights.
Models 48 and 54 have three 50 watt
halogen lights.
Model 60 has four 50 watt halogen
lights.
Variable speed fan control.
Dishwasher safe brushed stainless
steel baffle filters.
Dimmer controlled halogen lighting.

SWH-PSL1200R30
SWH-PSL1200R30I
SWH-PSL1200R36
SWH-PSL1200R36I
SWH-PSL1200R42
SWH-PSL1200R42I
SWH-PSL1200R48
SWH-PSL1200R48I
SWH-PSL1200R54
SWH-PSL1200R54I
SWH-PSL1200R60
SWH-PSL1200R60I

SWH-PSL1500R30
SWH-PSL1500R30I
SWH-PSL1500R36
SWH-PSL1500R36I
SWH-PSL1500R42
SWH-PSL1500R42I
SWH-PSL1500R48
SWH-PSL1500R48I
SWH-PSL1500R54
SWH-PSL1500R54I
SWH-PSL1500R60
SWH-PSL1500R60I

SWH-PSL600R30
SWH-PSL600R30I
SWH-PSL600R36
SWH-PSL600R36I
SWH-PSL600R42
SWH-PSL600R42I
SWH-PSL600R48
SWH-PSL600R48I
SWH-PSL600R54
SWH-PSL600R54I
SWH-PSL600R60
SWH-PSL600R60I
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Liners/Blowers for Wood Hoods – Professional Baffle Liner (PSL)
Commercial Range up to 48″ w/o
Grille

12"
141/2"

or 22"
61/2"

63/4"

7"
1"

283/8", 343/8", 403/8",
463/8", 523/8", or 583/8"

205/8" Wall
221/2" Island

Commercial Range up to 48″
w/o Grille

12"
141/2" or 22"
61/2"
63/4"

7"
1"

283/8", 343/8", 403/8",
463/8", 523/8", or 583/8"

205/8" Wall
221/2" Island

• 1000 CFM blower.
• Duct is 10″ in diameter.
• Blower is mounted inside the wood
hood.
• An ‘‘I’’ at the end of a SKU is for use
with an island.
• The last two numbers of the SKU are
the liner model number. See the chart
on page V•34.
• Models 30, 36, and 42 have two 50
watt halogen lights.
• Models 48 and 54 have three 50 watt
halogen lights.
• Model 60 has four 50 watt halogen
lights.
• Variable speed fan control.
• Dishwasher safe brushed stainless
steel baffle filters.
• Dimmer controlled halogen lighting.
• 1200 CFM blower.
• Duct is 10″ in diameter.
• Blower is mounted inside the wood
hood.
• An ‘‘I’’ at the end of a SKU is for use
with an island.
• The last two numbers of the SKU are
the liner model number. See the chart
on page V•34.
• Models 30, 36, and 42 have two 50
watt halogen lights.
• Models 48 and 54 have three 50 watt
halogen lights.
• Model 60 has four 50 watt halogen
lights.
• Variable speed fan control.
• Dishwasher safe brushed stainless
steel baffle filters.
• Dimmer controlled halogen lighting.

141/2" or 22"
61/2"
63/4"

7"
1"

283/8", 343/8", 403/8",
463/8", 523/8", or 583/8"

205/8" Wall
221/2" Island

SWH-PSL1000SM42
SWH-PSL1000S42I
SWH-PSL1000SM48
SWH-PSL1000S48I
SWH-PSL1000SM54
SWH-PSL1000S54I
SWH-PSL1000SM60
SWH-PSL1000S60I

SWH-PSL1200SM30
SWH-PSL1200S30I
SWH-PSL1200SM36
SWH-PSL1200S36I
SWH-PSL1200SM42
SWH-PSL1200S42I
SWH-PSL1200SM48
SWH-PSL1200S48I
SWH-PSL1200SM54
SWH-PSL1200S54I
SWH-PSL1200SM60
SWH-PSL1200S60I

SWH-PSL600SM30I

• Duct is 8″ in diameter.
• Blower is mounted inside the wood
hood.
• An ‘‘I’’ at the end of a SKU is for use
with an island.
• The last two numbers of the SKU are
the liner model number. See the chart
on page V•34.
• Models 30, 36, and 42 have two 50
watt halogen lights.
• Models 48 and 54 have three 50 watt
halogen lights.
• Model 60 has four 50 watt halogen
lights.
• Variable speed fan control.
• Dishwasher safe brushed stainless
steel baffle filters.
• Dimmer controlled halogen lighting.
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SWH-PSL1000SM36

SWH-PSL600SM30

Standard Range or Small Commercial • 600 CFM blower with reducer to 300
CFM.
w/o Grille, Extra Quiet

12"

SWH-PSL1000SM30

SWH-PSL600SM36
SWH-PSL600SM36I
SWH-PSL600SM42
SWH-PSL600SM42I
SWH-PSL600SM48
SWH-PSL600SM48I
SWH-PSL600SM54
SWH-PSL600SM54I
SWH-PSL600SM60
SWH-PSL600SM60I
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Liners/Blowers for Wood Hoods – Professional Baffle Liner (PSL)
SWH-PSLMB60030

Standard Range or Small Commercial • 600 CFM blower.
• Duct is 8″ in diameter.
w/o Grille

12"
141/2"

or 22"
61/2"

63/4"

7"
1"

283/8", 343/8", 403/8",
463/8", 523/8", or 583/8"

205/8" Wall
221/2" Island

SWH-PSLMB60030I

• Blower is mounted inside the wood
hood.
• An ‘‘I’’ at the end of a SKU is for use
with an island.
• The last two numbers of the SKU are
the liner model number. See the chart
below.
• Models 30, 36, and 42 have two 50
watt halogen lights.
• Models 48 and 54 have three 50 watt
halogen lights.
• Model 60 has four 50 watt halogen
lights.
• Variable speed fan control.
• Dishwasher safe brushed stainless
steel baffle filters.
• Dimmer controlled halogen lighting.

SWH-PSLMB60036
SWH-PSLMB60036I
SWH-PSLMB60042
SWH-PSLMB60042I
SWH-PSLMB60048
SWH-PSLMB60048I
SWH-PSLMB60054
SWH-PSLMB60054I
SWH-PSLMB60060
SWH-PSLMB60060I

1. Find wood hood model in the left
column.
2. Find the width for the selected model.
3. See corresponding liner model in the
top row.

Professional Baffle Liner (PSL)
Liner Model

30

36

42

48

54

60

42

48

54

60

42

48

54

60

Wood Hood Series Width
G†, T†

NA

†

I

†

†

†

E ,D ,B
†

36
♦

NA

36

NA

36

42

48

54

60

W ,O

NA

NA

NA

66

72

84, 90

H†, L†, N†, U

NA

54

60

66

72

84

M, Q, R

30

36

42

48

54

60

S ,J ,A

33

39

45

51

57

63

H2

42

48

54

60

66

NA

†

†

†

†

If ordering arched valances on the G, T, I, E, W, H, S, J or A, the
base height must be increased by 2″.
♦
1000 CFM internal blower will not fit in 36″ island hood.
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Liners/Blowers for Wood Hoods – Professional Mesh Liner (PML)
SWH-PML1200R30

Ranges Larger than 36″ or any Range • 1200 CFM blower.
• Duct is 10″ in diameter.
w/Grille
12"
141/2" or 22"
61/2"
4"

7"

283/8", 343/8", 403/8",
463/8", 523/8", or 583/8"

1"
205/8" Wall
221/2" Island

Ranges w/Wok, BBQ or Grille, or
w/Long Duct Runs

•
•
•
•

12"
141/2" or 22"

•
61/2"

4"

•

7"

283/8", 343/8", 403/8",
463/8", 523/8", or 583/8"

1"
205/8" Wall
221/2" Island

•
•
•
•
•

Less than 36″ Range w/o Grille

•
•
•
•

12"
141/2" or 22"

•

61/2"
4"
283/8", 343/8", 403/8",
463/8", 523/8", or 583/8"

7"
1"
205/8" Wall
221/2" Island

SWH-PML1200R30I

• Blower is mounted externally.
• An ‘‘I’’ at the end of a SKU is for use
with an island.
• The last two numbers of the SKU are
the liner model number. See the chart
on page V•37.
• Models 30, 36, and 42 have two 50
watt halogen lights.
• Models 48 and 54 have three 50 watt
halogen lights.
• Model 60 has four 50 watt halogen
lights.
• Variable speed fan control.
• Dishwasher safe perforated stainless
steel mesh liner inserts.
• Dimmer controlled halogen lighting.

•
•
•
•
•
•

1500 CFM blower.
Duct is 10″ in diameter.
Blower is mounted externally.
An ‘‘I’’ at the end of a SKU is for use
with an island.
The last two numbers of the SKU are
the liner model number. See the chart
on page V•37.
Models 30, 36, and 42 have two 50
watt halogen lights.
Models 48 and 54 have three 50 watt
halogen lights.
Model 60 has four 50 watt halogen
lights.
Variable speed fan control.
Dishwasher safe perforated stainless
steel mesh liner inserts.
Dimmer controlled halogen lighting.
600 CFM blower.
Duct is 8″ in diameter.
Blower is mounted externally.
An ‘‘I’’ at the end of a SKU is for use
with an island.
The last two numbers of the SKU are
the liner model number. See the chart
on page V•37.
Models 30, 36, and 42 have two 50
watt halogen lights.
Models 48 and 54 have three 50 watt
halogen lights.
Model 60 has four 50 watt halogen
lights.
Variable speed fan control.
Dishwasher safe perforated stainless
steel mesh liner inserts.
Dimmer controlled halogen lighting.
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SWH-PML1200R36
SWH-PML1200R36I
SWH-PML1200R42
SWH-PML1200R42I
SWH-PML1200R48
SWH-PML1200R48I
SWH-PML1200R54
SWH-PML1200R54I
SWH-PML1200R60
SWH-PML1200R60I

SWH-PML1500R30
SWH-PML1500R30I
SWH-PML1500R36
SWH-PML1500R36I
SWH-PML1500R42
SWH-PML1500R42I
SWH-PML1500R48
SWH-PML1500R48I
SWH-PML1500R54
SWH-PML1500R54I
SWH-PML1500R60
SWH-PML1500R60I

SWH-PML600R30
SWH-PML600R30I
SWH-PML600R36
SWH-PML600R36I
SWH-PML600R42
SWH-PML600R42I
SWH-PML600R48
SWH-PML600R48I
SWH-PML600R54
SWH-PML600R54I
SWH-PML600R60
SWH-PML600R60I
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Liners/Blowers for Wood Hoods – Professional Mesh Liner (PML)
Commercial Range up to 48″
w/o Grille
12"
141/2" or 22"
61/2"
4"

7"

283/8", 343/8", 403/8",
463/8", 523/8", or 583/8"

1"
205/8" Wall
221/2" Island

Commercial Range up to 48″
w/o Grille
12"
141/2" or 22"
61/2"
4"

7"

283/8", 343/8", 403/8",
463/8", 523/8", or 583/8"

1"
205/8" Wall
221/2" Island

• 1000 CFM blower.
• Duct is 10″ in diameter.
• Blower is mounted inside the wood
hood.
• An ‘‘I’’ at the end of a SKU is for use
with an island.
• The last two numbers of the SKU are
the liner model number. See the chart
on page V•37.
• Models 30, 36, and 42 have two 50
watt halogen lights.
• Models 48 and 54 have three 50 watt
halogen lights.
• Model 60 has four 50 watt halogen
lights.
• Variable speed fan control.
• Dishwasher safe perforated stainless
steel mesh liner inserts.
• Dimmer controlled halogen lighting.
• 1200 CFM blower.
• Duct is 10″ in diameter.
• Blower is mounted inside the wood
hood.
• An ‘‘I’’ at the end of a SKU is for use
with an island.
• The last two numbers of the SKU are
the liner model number. See the chart
on page V•37.
• Models 30, 36, and 42 have two 50
watt halogen lights.
• Models 48 and 54 have three 50 watt
halogen lights.
• Model 60 has four 50 watt halogen
lights.
• Variable speed fan control.
• Dishwasher safe perforated stainless
steel mesh liner inserts.
• Dimmer controlled halogen lighting.

Standard Range or Small Commercial • 600 CFM blower with reducer to 300
CFM.
w/o Grille, Extra Quiet
12"
141/2" or 22"
61/2"
4"
283/8", 343/8", 403/8",
463/8", 523/8", or 583/8"

7"
1"
205/8" Wall
221/2" Island

• Duct is 8″ in diameter.
• Blower is mounted inside the wood
hood.
• An ‘‘I’’ at the end of a SKU is for use
with an island.
• The last two numbers of the SKU are
the liner model number. See the chart
on page V•37.
• Models 30, 36, and 42 have two 50
watt halogen lights.
• Models 48 and 54 have three 50 watt
halogen lights.
• Model 60 has four 50 watt halogen
lights.
• Variable speed fan control.
• Dishwasher safe perforated stainless
steel mesh liner inserts.
• Dimmer controlled halogen lighting.

SWH-PML1000SM30
SWH-PML1000SM36
SWH-PML1000SM42
SWH-PML1000S42I
SWH-PML1000SM48
SWH-PML1000S48I
SWH-PML1000SM54
SWH-PML1000S54I
SWH-PML1000SM60
SWH-PML1000S60I

SWH-PML1200SM30
SWH-PML1200S30I
SWH-PML1200SM36
SWH-PML1200S36I
SWH-PML1200SM42
SWH-PML1200S42I
SWH-PML1200SM48
SWH-PML1200S48I
SWH-PML1200SM54
SWH-PML1200S54I
SWH-PML1200SM60
SWH-PML1200S60I

SWH-PML600SM30
SWH-PML600SM30I
SWH-PML600SM36
SWH-PML600SM36I
SWH-PML600SM42
SWH-PML600SM42I
SWH-PML600SM48
SWH-PML600SM48I
SWH-PML600SM54
SWH-PML600SM54I
SWH-PML600SM60
SWH-PML600SM60I
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Liners/Blowers for Wood Hoods – Professional Mesh Liner (PML)
SWH-PMLMB60030

Standard Range or Small Commercial • 600 CFM blower.
• Duct is 8″ in diameter.
w/o Grille
12"
141/2" or 22"
61/2"
4"
283/8", 343/8", 403/8",
463/8", 523/8", or 583/8"

7"
1"
205/8" Wall
221/2" Island

SWH-PMLMB60030I

• Blower is mounted inside the wood
hood.
• An ‘‘I’’ at the end of a SKU is for use
with an island.
• The last two numbers of the SKU are
the liner model number. See the chart
below.
• Models 30, 36, and 42 have two 50
watt halogen lights.
• Models 48 and 54 have three 50 watt
halogen lights.
• Model 60 has four 50 watt halogen
lights.
• Variable speed fan control.
• Dishwasher safe perforated stainless
steel mesh liner inserts.
• Dimmer controlled halogen lighting.

SWH-PMLMB60036
SWH-PMLMB60036I
SWH-PMLMB60042
SWH-PMLMB60042I
SWH-PMLMB60048
SWH-PMLMB60048I
SWH-PMLMB60054
SWH-PMLMB60054I
SWH-PMLMB60060
SWH-PMLMB60060I

Professional Mesh Liner (PML)
Liner Model

30

36

42

48

54

60

42

48

54

60

42

48

54

60

48

54

60

Wood Hood Series Width
G, T

NA

36
♦

I

NA

36

E, D, B

NA

36

42

W, O

NA

NA

NA

66

72

84, 90

H, L, N, U

NA

54

60

66

72

84

M, Q, R

30

36

42

48

54

60

S, J, A

33

39

45

51

57

63

H2

42

48

54

60

66

NA

♦

1000 CFM internal blower will not fit in 36″ island hood.
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1. Find wood hood model in the left
column.
2. Find the width for the selected model.
3. See corresponding liner model in the
top row.

Value Liners
390CFM T-Shaped Value Liner for
VM-Series
29 15/16 "
or
35 15/16 "

16 1 /2"

•
•
•
•

390 CFM Blower.
Dual 35 watt halogen lights.
3-speed fan control.
Dishwasher safe aluminum slotted
filters.
• Includes bulbs.

SWH-390VMBRR30
SWH-390VMBRR36

4"

Opening size 10 1/4 " x 19 1/2 "
57/8"

103/16"
95/8"

11/8"
31/4"

197/16"
201/2"

111/4"

390CFM Value Liner for
VCHIM-Series

•
•
•
•

390 CFM Blower.
Dual 35 watt halogen lights.
3-speed fan control.
Dishwasher safe aluminum slotted
filters.
• Includes bulbs.

101/4"
191/2"
95/8"

SWH-390VCMBRR30
SWH-390VCMBRR36

6"
43/4"

Value Liner
4"

2"
205/8"

283/8" or 343/8"

Liner Model

30

36

G, T, VCHIM, VRACHIM

30

36

E, B, D

NA

36

R, M, Q

30

36

Wood Hood Series Width

S, J, A

33

39

H, L, N

NA

54

I

NA

NA

H2

42

48

1. Find wood hood model in the left
column.
2. Find the width for the selected model.
3. See corresponding liner model in the
top row.

390 CFM value liner.
Available for value series wood hoods and select 30″ & 32″
wood hoods.
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